C ocktail and S hots Menu

The Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury

C ocktails

Long Island Iced Tea £8.50
As boozy as a cocktail gets! This citrus long drink
is perfect to start the night with… or end it!

White Russian

£6.50

A beautiful creamy smooth cocktail.

Mai Tai

£6.50

A literal translation to “good”, this cocktail
certainly lives up the its name!.

C ocktails

Blue Lagoon

£5.50

Deliciously tropical and refreshing.

Sex on the Beach

£6.50

Fruity and boozy! This will always get you in the holiday mood.

Espresso Martini

£6.50

Smooth and rich tasting coffee cocktail.

C ocktails

Mojito – Elderflower or Rum

£5.50

Refreshingly uplifting minty cocktail with an elderflower twist.

Tequila Sunrise

£6.50

Short but fruity and tasty with a alcoholic kick.

Bloody Mary
A classic cocktail for the vodka and spice lovers.

£5.50

C ocktails

Porn Star Martini

£8.00

Tropical passion fruit cocktail with a Prosecco chaser.

Snowball

£5.50

Winter classic citrus and creamy cocktail.

Kir Royales x 2
Order this in pairs for that romantic evening.

£9.00

C ocktails

Bramble

£6.50

Sweet and citrus gin based cocktail.

Woo woo

£6.50

Fun and fruity cocktail that’s full of booziness

Martini

£6.50

Classy gin based cocktail for the James Bond in you!

S hots
Jam Roly Poly
The Horseshoe’s famous shot. Made from grenadine and advocaat to make a liquid form of
the favourite dessert,
Baby Guinness
Perfect to start or finish the night. This alcholic mini chaser, made from coffee liqueur and
irish cream, is just what the doctor ordered (multiple times).
Slippery Nipple
If you want a funky shot designed purely to get the party started, then this sambuca based
shot is for you. Made by sitting irish cream on black sambuca.
Jager Bomb
The iconic bomb, ideal for any occasion.
Blue Kamikaze
A tropical shot created with blue curacao, lime juice and vodka puts a sweet spin to your
night.
Skittle Bomb
A fun twist to the jager bomb, this replaces the herbal liqueur with a sweeter, orangy triple
sec.
Jelly Bean
Get the party stared with this one, pineapple juice, blue curacao and grenadine makes a
shot that will persuade you to get up and dance.
After Eight
Class up your late night with an After Eight Shot. Smooth, minty deliciousness in a 25ml
glass!

All shots are £2.50, all bombs are £4

